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1. The book of Daniel has _____ chapters. The first six chapters tell the story of ___________________ 
life. This part is largely the _________________ type of literature. The last six chapters of Daniel are 
largely __________________. Chapter 2 tells the story of Nebuchadnezzar’s _________________ which 
includes narration while the interpretation of the dream is both _________________ and 
___________________. 

2. Chapters 2 and 7-12 use animals, numbers, and other figures of speech and so are said to be of the 
____________________style. The only New Testament book written in this style is the book of 
__________________. Some other types of literature in the Bible are: ________________________, 
__________________, _________________________, ___________________________, and 
____________________. 

3. The book of Daniel is written in what two languages: 
4. So two halves of the book—one about the ________ of Daniel and the other containing his 

_____________________. Two languages in the book: ________________ and ___________________. 
And two types of literature in the book: ____________________ and ______________________. 

5. Two possible dates are often given for Daniel: the ________ century and the ________ century. 
6. At stake here is the question of whether ________ can inspire men to write ______________ 

________________. 
7. Arguments sometimes given for the second century date are: 

a. Daniel has some wrong dates about when some __________ reigned. But, there are different 
ways of ______________ the reign of kings. 

b. Daniel’s story calls Nebuchadnezzar ________ before he actually ascended to that position. But 
we often use a later _________ a person receives when speaking of that person’s earlier life. 

c. Some Greek words, especially the names of instruments of music, appear in Daniel before the 
Greek language had become universal. But even before the Greek language was widely used, 
some Greek _________ could have made their way into usage in other countries. 

8. Here are some of the reasons to accept the sixth century date for Daniel. 
a. Jesus calls Daniel a _______________ and says that one of his prophecies about the city of 

_________________ will be fulfilled later. And it was. 
b. The prophet _____________ speaks of Daniel as an important man when they were living at the 

same time in the country of __________________. 
c. _______________ says the Old Testament canon was closed after Malachi and says the book of 

Daniel was shown to Alexander about ________ BC. 
d. The book of Daniel is included in the _________________ translation of the Old Testament 

books. This translation from________________ into ___________ was started about __________ 
BC. 

e. There are 17 fragments of the book of Daniel among the ___________ ______ ______________. 
These are dated to about ______ BC and it is unlikely they would have received such a position 
of prominence had they just been written. 

f. The book of Daniel contains many correct references to the times of the __________ century 
BC which would not have been known by a person living in the second century BC. Some 
examples of these are details about ___________, ___________ and ______________. Daniel 
also correctly tells about _____________________ who was unknown from about 500 BC until 
l882 AD. 

9. The book of Daniel, then, cannot be the work of an honest, well-meaning ___________ who lived in the 
second century BC. Either it contains amazing ____________ or it is a complete ____________. 


